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A message from ExxonMobil Basestocks
We have all seen significant impact to our industry these last few months —
from the beginning stages when the pandemic first took hold, to the deep
challenges that unfolded as the weeks went on, and now, as we see the early
stages of recovery in various parts of the world.
We understand the challenges so many of you have faced, both personally and
professionally, and we are here to help you meet the needs of the changing
business environment.
Our first priority continues to be keeping our employees, operations and
communities safe. In parallel, through the strength of our integrated business,
global manufacturing footprint and robust supply chain, we remain committed
to continuing to meet your base stocks and specialties needs during this
unprecedented time.
We are in this for the long term, and we thank you for your business.
Sincerely,
David Parsons
ExxonMobil Global Basestocks and Specialties Sales Manager

Video

An in-depth interview with
Infineum Insight
Infineum Insight recently sat down with
ExxonMobil’s David Parsons and Tim Nadasdi to
hear their perspectives on the increasingly complex
global base stocks market.

Watch now

Features

Inside the Singapore refinery
expansion
In her 20+ years at ExxonMobil, Regional Market
Development Advisor Sammi Ng has learned about
the importance of planning for every market
scenario. Learn how she’s applying that lesson to
the latest expansion of ExxonMobil’s Singapore
integrated manufacturing complex.

Go behind the scenes

Expert insights

The rise of Group II base stocks
The editors of Lubes’n’Greases marked the
magazine’s 25th anniversary with a look back at the
history of Group II base stocks — a story that could
not be told without ExxonMobil.

Find out why

Video

Four attributes to consider when
choosing a base stock
How do you choose the right base stock for your
finished lubricant? Watch our newest Knowledge
Base video to learn about four important
performance attributes to consider.

Watch now

Expert insights

Used vehicle trends in Africa
Car ownership in Africa is growing fast — and so is
the demand for quality base oils and lubricants. Get
important insights into used vehicle trends
impacting base oil requirements from a Lubezine
Magazine article by ExxonMobil’s Rakesh Vyas and
Najib Aragrag.

Read more
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